Victorian Industry

-I can compare two or more historical periods, explaining things which changed/stayed the same
- Link to literacy writing Victorian schools.

-I can explain how a location fits into its wider geographical location with reference to human and
economical features.

Properties and
changes of materials

Properties and changes of materials
‘Explain that some changes result in the formation of new materials & that this kind of change is not
usually reversible, including changes associated with burning and the action of acid on bicarbonate of
soda.’
The chn study the steam engine and how it works & provides an opportunity to look at what happens when
fuel is burnt & what is left over.
‘Understand that force and motion can be transferred through mechanical devices such as gears,
pulleys, levers and springs.’
The steam train provides the perfect context for these investigations - as steam engines were used in all
the above ways in mills and factories.
Art
-I can identify and draw objects and use marks and lines to produce texture.

PSHE
Relationships

Recognising me, getting on, falling out, girlfriends/
boyfriends, relationships and technology.

What is the best way for a Sikh to show
commitment to God?
Sikhism

Music : Ukelele

Revision of days of the week, months of the year,
weather

-To learn to play the tremolo string
-To play a gentler thumb brush strum

We are bloggers
Sharing experiences and opinions

ICT

General Knowledge

Numicon +
Pearson

Crosscurricular

French
& Music

French

RE
Prayer and Worship

ICT &
GK

PSHE & RE

Victorian
Machines

Plus knowledge & skills covered in GK sessions

Science
Jigsaw
Lit
Maths

Term 5 : Victorian Industry
How is a civilisation defined by an era?

Art &
DT

Geog

History Paragon
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Fiction
Oliver
Poetry
T S Elliott
- Interpret negative nos in context, rounding,
-Use rounding to check answers, subtract with 2 d.p,
add whole nos with more than 4 digits
-Multiplt/divide by 10/100/1000 (inc dec), solve
probs inv mult and division, multiply 4 dig by 1 or 2
digits

Music through the ages.
International Food and Drink.
International sporting achievements.
Non Fiction
Persuasive Text
Reading Comprehension Focus
– reduce fractions to simplest form, order fractions
with denominators are multiples of same number
-Calculate perimeter of rectilinear shapes, area of
irregular shapes,
-Draw angles/line to create triangles, identify 3d
shapes from 2d representations
-Draw line graphs, solve problems using line graphs.

